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Trust: A guiding value

President’s Corner:
A salute to Transystems’
longtime customers and
trustworthy employees

Innovation:
Manufacturing creates
gate limiters to boost
safety, please customers

History:
Sidney Sugars and
Transystems working
together for 44 years
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Spring: A time of renewal
President’s Corner

his issue’s theme,
trust, is particularly
timely.
Two of Transystems’ longtime customers renewed contracts
recently. American Crystal
Sugar Company and Sidney
Sugars each signed on for
five more years with Transystems.
That speaks to the trust
these customers have in
Transystems, and to the trust
Transystems has in these valued customers.
Over the past 30-plus
years, Transystems has
hauled more 400 million
tons of sugar beets for these
two customers alone. They
trusted us to get the job
done.
When our customers and
our people hear the name
“Transystems,” they can
trust that we will do the right
thing.
Customers know that we
will be deliver on time and
safely. Our employees trust
Transystems to run a safe
operation and that we treat
one another fairly and with
respect, person-to-person.
Employees and the public
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trust
Transystems to
fulfill the
obligations to
which we
commit.
Such
trust is
built one load, one day, at a
time and it starts with our
managers.
What are the common behaviors our managers must
follow to maintain such
trust? There are more than a
handful of them. We:
Lead in safety;
Show respect;
Talk straight;
Right what is wrong; and
Deliver results.
Trust between Transystems
and the customer is a twoway street.
Our customers trust Transystems to deliver on our
commitments. We trust our
customers to reciprocate.
I am proud of the great job
in our beet operations this
campaign. Our people understood our goals and achieved
those goals.
We put in extra shifts and

“When our customers
and our people hear
the name
‘Transystems,’ they
can trust that we will
do the right thing ...
Such trust is built one
load, one day,
at a time.”

operated safely and moved
to other operations in the
company to help out.
At Sidney and in the Red
River Valley, our employees
embraced the international
workers program and made
the international workers
feel welcome and accepted.
Employees took the time to
learn about cultural differences and, in some cases,
even learned to speak Spanish.
That all adds up to a successful campaign and sets us
on the right road for a very
good summer with lots of
opportunity for us to stay
busy and stay together.

Scott Lind,
President and COO

T
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“Trust men and they will be true to you;
treat them greatly
and they will show themselves great.”

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Sharing our mission, vision, values

he company’s strategic plan seeks to ensure that Transystems
improves continuously and does not
become complacent.
While mainly focused on
hard numbers (growth of
employment opportunities,
improving safety, adding
new customers and products, etc.) the foundation of
this plan is our Mission, Vision, and Values (MVV)

statement.
Over the next four issues
of TransTopix, we will
focus on our four core values: Trust, Safety, Respect
and Union Free.

It is important that everyone understands and embraces these values.
The Mission, Vision and
Values statement acknowledges the basic principles
that guide Transystems.
We begin with trust.
Our MVV statement is the
core of our culture and how
we view our fellow employees, our customers and our
suppliers.
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Transystems has a Facebook
page. Type “Transystems” in
your Facebook browser and click
on our link, and then LIKE us. We
can then send you posts, information and updates from our company page.
Visit www.facebook.com/transystemsllc.

COVER PHOTO Driver Jason Sorrick unloads road base on a summer
project.
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Manufacturing Project Manager Derek Torix shows how the new gate limiter operates. Dan Rice photo

Gate limiter serves dual purpose
Manufacturing’s latest
innovation improves
employee safety and
customer satisfaction

A

t Transystems, there is
no limit to the importance of safety. And
there is no limit to the
innovative drive that keeps
our people coming up with
better ways to serve our customers. Manufacturing’s lat4 TransTopix Spring 2013

est innovation, the gate limiter, is a success in both categories.
“The new gate limiter is
another great improvement
in safety and employee satisfaction,” Dan Brennan, Vice
President of Information
Technology and Revenue
Equipment, said.
The gate limiter is an attachment to new and existing trailers that keeps the
gates from either opening or

closing beyond a certain degree.
That is important when
performing maintenance on
the trailers and preventing
injury from a closing gate.
The new limiters allow
technicians to lock gates in
the open position. When the
limiter is in place, the gates
remain open even against intentional closing pressure.
That is the good safety news.

See INNOVATION, next page
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Innovation from the Twin Falls team
Continued from Page 4

Moreover, the limiters
have applications for construction and stockpiling
jobs. By limiting the opening width, Transystems can
lay down windrows that
meet each customer’s unique
specifications.
The limiters work with a
simple pin-and-hole system.
The pin is easily moved to
accommodate various desired gate opening widths.
Testing continues on the
gate limiter, which was
crafted by Steve and Derek

A closer look at the new gate limiter. Derek Torix photo

Torix, the CubeLite manufacturing staff and Kent Par-

rish, an outside welding instructor.

Several employees checked out the new gate limiter in the yard at Twin Falls. They included, left to
right: truck driver/trainer Steve Gabica, truck driver/trainer Brett Vincent, Twin Falls Relief Supervisor
John Brewer, Twin Falls Night Supervisor Jason Weeks, Manufacturing Project Manager Derek Torix
and Joel Garrison, Twin Falls Project Manager. Dan Rice photo
Spring 2013
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Sidney Sugars in for the long haul

T

he 2013-2014 campaigns at Worland and
Sidney will be Transystems’ 44th consecutive
campaigns at those factories.
Transystems takes pride in
its many longstanding business relationships built upon
mutual trust.
Sidney Sugars Incorporated has renewed its contract with Transystems for
another five
years.
Editor’s
When Trannote:
systems began
This is the
hauling sugar
fourth in a
beets at Sidseries of artiney and Worcles about
land, both
the history of
factories were
Transystems
owned by
Holly Sugar
Corporation.
Transystems first hauled
sugar beets for Holly in 1968
at the company’s Hardin,
Montana, factory.
Transystems had a fleet of
32 tractors pulling semitrailers and full trailers.
Mike Rice designed the
trailers specifically for transporting sugar beets. The
trailers were high cubic volume to handle the lightweight cargo in sufficient
quantity to be efficient. The
trailers had large gates that
opened wide to release sugar
beets that sometimes froze to
the sides of the trailers.
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Bigger is better when it comes to moving sugar beets. Left, an
enormous sugar beet bucket overshadows a general purpose
bucket, right. Todd Albright photo

In 1969, the Sidney, Worland and Hardin factories
shared the fleet with the
Holly factory located at Torrington, Wyoming. Sharing
equipment was essential to
achieving the efficiencies of
truck delivery of sugar beets,
but it took a leap of faith for
Holly managers to agree to
share a fleet among four factories as far as 500 miles
apart.
Each factory had a small
dedicated fleet of hauling
equipment and scheduled the
“roving” supplemental fleet
throughout the campaign.
The roving fleet started at
the southernmost factory
(Torrington) and moved to
Worland, Hardin, and Sidney

as the campaign progressed
and the weather turned
colder.
Each of the Worland and
Sidney factories now has a
dedicated fleet but occasionally gets backup support of
both people and equipment
from the Idaho Division.
In 1970, Transystems
began loading its equipment
with sugar beets. Coordinating loading and hauling was
more efficient for both Transystems and its customer.
Even 43 years ago, wheel
loaders were expensive and
sharing “roving” loaders
among the four factories improved equipment utilization
and spread fixed costs.

See HISTORY, next page
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The maximum legal weight for trucks in Idaho went from 105,500
pounds to 129,000 this spring.Transport News photo

Promoting ‘The Right Truck for Idaho’

V

Excerpted from Transport
News, the Idaho Trucking
Association newsletter

isitors to the Idaho
Statehouse got a close
look at our big, green
trucks in early February. The Right Truck
for Idaho coalition parked itself quite literally outside the
Capitol for two days to show
lawmakers and the public
what permanently changing
truck weight would look
like. And it worked. Senate
Bill 1064 was signed into
law March 22, changing
maximum legal weights
from 105,500 pounds to
129,000 pounds.
To advance the bill, The
Amalgamated Sugar Company rolled in two of Transystems’ signal green trucks,
examples of the two different weights. The public was
allowed to climb into the
trucks’ cabs and test out a
truck driving simulator.
The project’s aim was education and to explain that the
coalition’s purpose is to re-

duce the number of trucks
on the road.
For every four of the
129,000-pound trucks, we
get rid of one of the 105,000
pound trucks, said Jeff
Huber, transportation manager for Glanbia Foods,
which ships products in
southern Idaho.
The new law will affect
the entire state of Idaho,
Meridian trucker Jeff Halford said. “They are trying to
put less of a carbon footprint
out on the roads.”
The coalition also handed
out pamphlets suggesting
that a 10-year study performed by the Idaho Transportation Department
concluded that higher weight
trucks had no significant effects on pavements, bridges
or roadway safety.
“The state and those responsible for maintaining
the roads have given us their
blessing,” Huber said. “It
wasn’t that they didn’t see a
lot of road damage; it was
that they saw none.”

History:
44 years
together
Continued from Page 5

Moreover, Transystems could use its loaders between sugar beet
campaigns to load other
materials such as gravel,
lime rock and metal concentrates.
The Hardin factory
closed in 1971, but the
other factories, particularly Sidney, increased
their production.
The operating environment during the 44th
campaign at Sidney is
markedly different from
four decades earlier.
The equipment is larger
(129,000 pounds gross
vehicle weight versus
105,500 pounds). The
Sidney project has its
own custom designed
shop. The company provides on-site housing for
most Sidney employees.
Some things remain
unchanged. Sidney Sugars Incorporated continues to place its trust in
Transystems to deliver
sugar beets. Transystems continues to trust
its people to serve Sidney Sugars.
Spring 2013
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On Safety

I

At Transystems, safety is in the cards

f employees play their
cards right, Transystems
will be an even safer
place to work. The safety
Good Habit Recognition
committee at the Service
You have been observed practicing safe habits!!!
Center came up with a way

Thank you for keeping safety
as a value in your daily
to reinforce good safety behavior. It starts with a stack
operations.
of round-robin cards with
Please pass this on to a fellow employee you observe
“Good Habit Recognition”
practicing safe habits.
printed on them.
“It’s basically an observation
card for positive reinforcement,” Rich Carl, Vice President of Safety, said. “If I
drawing.
asm
observe a fellow employee
“I feel the employees reamongst
doing a safe act, I
ally embraced the
the emgive the person a
idea behind the
ployees
“It’s a pos- cards,” Ryan Fiala,
card. That person
about
itive proinitials the card and
Idaho Division
safety
passes it on when he gram. A way Safety Manager said. 
makes it
or she observes
to say, ‘Good “One way to keep
all worth
someone else doing
employees’
attitudes
job, and
it.”
a safe act.”
positive
is
to
recogthank you for
“It’s a
“We have a tennize
the
positives
in
Ryan
positive
doing it the
dency to recognize
their actions from
program,
right way.’” other employees.”
unsafe acts,” Rich
a way to say, ‘Good job, and
added. “This proTwin Falls safety
thank you for doing it the
gram spotlights
committee members
right way,’” Rich said.
good behavior and gets all
started passing the cards
“It was a great idea that
employees actively involved
around first and it grew to all
came out of the safety com
in safety and keeping an eye
projects.
mittee, and it has been growout for their fellow work“The initials on the safety
ers.”
cards seem to multiply rather  ing ever since.”
The Red River Valley DiThere are a couple of verquickly and the employees
vision runs a similar prosions of the card safety prolook forward to seeing how
gram to recognize safe
gram currently in the field.
many people touched a
employees.
At some locations, the cards
card,” Ryan said.
Deal me in.
are turned in for a prize
“Just seeing the enthusi8 TransTopix
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Administrative Report

Clerks keep track of the details

T

Transystems counts
on 31 administrative
employees to provide
trustworthy data

ransystems runs on
information. Timely
and accurate information is essential
to the company’s
operating success. A mountain of trustworthy data
keeps our wheels turning,
loads delivered, customers
properly billed and employees paid.
Transystems’ 31 administrative employees are responsible for compiling that
mountain of data, one nugget
of information at a time.
Administrative staff members track the number of
loads Transystems hauls for
billing, driver pay and the
dashboard system which allows managers to know if a
project is running according
to plan.
Clerks tally the number of
cleaner loader tons from
scale tickets. They tabulate
the hourly work done by
drivers, loaders, flumers and
laborers. They keep an eye
on the amount of fuel delivered and the fuel used. They

verify
payroll,
billing
and production
data as
well as
miles
driven
and cycle
times.
Kari
They
check to make sure all driver
logs are correct for hours of
service. They keep track of
losses, check rides, safety
audits, preventive maintenance, spot weights and
staffing.
When fuel trailers have to
be moved, it is a clerk who
makes sure we have the right
paperwork on file to be compliant. When equipment is
mobilized, it is a clerk who
tracks every mile driven.
Then there is the paperwork. When a new project
gets ready to roll, more than
100 workers may be hired in
a short time. Our project
clerks often are the first impression of Transystems.
Clerks are responsible for
the hiring paperwork and
background checks.
Accuracy is vital to the administrative staff’s success.
Clerks check and double

“We trust our administrative staff with a lot at
Transystems -- mountains of information and
to provide a positive,
professional and friendly
impression of the
company.”

check data. They are the first
to read and correct dashboards. Clerks check each
employee’s pay information
in payroll audits every two
weeks, ensuring that each
employee is paid for work
performed.
Trust is the theme of this
issue of TransTopix. Transystems managers put their
trust in the project clerks to
analyze information and provide correct information to
make operational decisions,
pay employees and bill the
customer.
We trust our administrative
staff with a lot at Transystems -- mountains of information and to provide a
positive, professional, helpful and friendly impression
of the company.
Kari Franks,
Senior Administration
Manager
Spring 2013 TransTopix 9
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Division Reports

Rocky Mountain Division report: Fantastic

antastic. That’s the one
word that sums up the
Rocky Mountain Division’s sugar beet campaign.
We had great driving
weather and our employees
were outstanding. It was one
of those years when everything went so well we kept
waiting for something to go
wrong. It never did.
The Wyoming Sugar factory also had a great year.
Wyoming Sugar processed
so many
beets, it
ran out
of room
to store
the sugar.
Our customer
was
pleased
with the
crop size and amount of
sugar and we were pleased
because everything ran
smoothly.
While the entire crew did
an outstanding job, our clerk
and our loader operators deserve special thanks.
Sandy Richard, our clerk,
went above and beyond the
call of duty keeping records
and making sure everyone
got paid. Without a good
clerk, things can get hectic.
The loader operators did a

10 TransTopix Spring 2013

Our customer, the Wyoming Sugar Factory, had a great year. WSF photo

better job than ever this year.
We put in more training programs and that paid off with
a smoother operation and a
lot less beet damage. There
is always room for improvement, but the loader operators improved the most.
Shortly after the campaign
wrapped up in December, division employees and their
spouses gathered to celebrate
at a banquet at the Elks Club
in Worland. A highlight of
that event was handing out
loss-free pins to every employee in attendance.
We have settled into the
new office, which has
proven to be a real morale
booster, and we are gearing
up for the start of construction season. We have a big
stockpile job in North
Dakota that begins in twoweek intervals starting in
April. The project will be up

and running fully by midJune and will continue until
the beet campaign starts
again in September. It is a
sweet contract because we
control every aspect of it.
We load gravel onto 35
trucks at one end and dump
it at the other end. Because
we control both ends, it will
be easier on us and better for
our drivers.
Since it is a big job, we
will be able to keep our employees working all summer
if they are willing to go to
North Dakota. We need 72
drivers and will supply some
housing.
As summer begins, I
would like to thank everyone
who made the beet campaign
a success. That includes
Wyoming Sugar and all of
our employees.
Steve Torix, Manager,
Rocky Mountain Division
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Big crop, little discard in Idaho

L

ots of beets and very
little discard sum up
the Idaho Division’s
sugar beet campaign.
Colder than normal temperatures did not stop the crews
from loading and hauling a
record tonnage of beets for
processing.
Amalgamated was thrilled
with the big crop and small
amount of discard. We lost
only 2,700 tons. That success was due to the team
work of
Transystems and
Amalgamated in
pile
management.
Our
management and
TASCO’s worked together to
get the job done.
TASCO trusts us to get the
job done, delivering the crop
with little loss, and we trust
TASCO’s people to manage
the piles, keeping the beets
in good shape.
In Nampa, the crews
worked longer than before,
hauling beets until March 1.
It is the first time we have
ever worked into March in
that area. Then the Nampa
crew lent a hand to the

Division Reports

Technician Jesse Atwell stands in Transystems’ spacious new
shop in Boise. Rich Carl photo

American Falls and the Paul
crews after late storms came
through making the yard
beets pretty tight. It was
good to have those guys help
us out. Teamwork really paid
off.
By mid-March, we were
finished hauling beets in the
Upper Snake area. Things
wrapped up in Twin Falls
and Paul in early April.
Our loader operators did a
great job this campaign. We
set a goal of less than 2 percent culvert damage. At
press time, we were below 1
percent in culvert damage.
And our safety record continues to improve. It was a
good campaign.
We had reason to celebrate
and we did with a big banquet in Nampa on March 5

and a joint celebration for
Twin, Paul and American
Falls on April 3. More than
300 people attended each of
the banquets. At the Nampa
banquet, Dave Austin, a retiring supervisor, was saluted
for his nine years of service
to Transystems.
With the celebrating over,
it is time to get back to summer construction work.
We have a big project in
North Dakota and a smaller
summer job in the Nampa
area. We have not had summer work that close for a
while. It is nice to have more
summer job opportunities.

Kevin Iversen,
Vice President
and General Manager,
Idaho Division

Spring 2013
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Division Reports

RRV faced off with Mother Nature

other Nature really challenged us
in the Red River
Valley this year.
We endured very,
very cold temperatures in January and early
February, then got hit with
lots of late season storms
that made the roads tough to
run on. The freeze-thaw
cycle was challenging for
our drivers, but it didn’t stop
us from
doing
what we
needed to
do. Every
member
of the
crew had
to do a
little
extra to
make it happen this year.
And every member did.
The different weather
events gave our technicians
their fair share of opportunities to step up and work in
tough conditions. I am proud
of our crew.
We got a helping hand
from the Sidney Project and
the Idaho and Minnesota Divisions. Those divisions sent
drivers, operators and managers. It was a big, big help
to us. Scott Pederson came
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“Our trusted 30-year
customer, American
Crystal Sugar Company, has signed up for
another five years. That
is rewarding. It shows
ACSC is happy with the
exceptional service of
our employees. ACSC
trusts Transystems to
come through.”

up from Renville and Shannon Bales and Carson Monk
were here from Idaho. They
showed up and were willing
to do whatever needed to be
done.
Our drivers picked up
extra days when we were
faced with tough going. It
took more equipment and
more shifts to compensate
for the weather problems.
Where a driver normallywould haul three loads a day,
with the bad weather, the
driver often only got two.
Everybody put forth extra
effort to keep moving and to
keep moving safely.Without
that extra help, we would not
have been able to stick to
our schedule.
All the project managers
did a fantastic job, but

Nathan Viergutz really went
the extra mile. He helped
supply teardown operators,
not only for his own project,
but also for the other projects.
Our campaign still has a
way to go, with banquets to
celebrate completion
planned in May.
And we will have plenty to
celebrate. Our trusted 30year customer, American
Crystal Sugar Company, has
signed with us for another
five years. That is rewarding.
It shows ACSC is happy
with the exceptional service
of our employees. ACSC
trusts Transystems to come
through.
In turn, we trust ACSC.
American Crystal has been a
fantastic customer for many
years.
What lies ahead for summer also looks good. We
have very good summer
work lined up hauling for
Border States in North
Dakota. With this job, employees have an opportunity
for year-round work. Just
hope it doesn’t rain.

Troy Carl, Vice President
and General Manager,
Red River
Valley Division
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Division Reports

Tough weather didn’t stop Renville

big dose of Minnesota
winter really did not
slow us down. We
brought in nearly 3.3
million tons of beets for processing, despite being
slapped by bitter temperatures and icy roads from
Dec. 10 until the campaign
ended in late March. The
drivers and operators did a
great job of dealing with
some tough weather.
We went from a poor year
to one of
the coop’s best
years
ever, and
one of our
longest
hauling
seasons.
We
started
Aug. 15 and pulled the last
truck off the road March 21,
adding a month to our traditional beginning and end
dates.
There is plenty of credit to
share for our successful
campaign.
Kudos to our operators
who stepped up when we
added a second cleaner
loader to our operation. Beet
teardown damage was down
significantly. Less than one
percent damage translates

Lucas Slagter, left, and Randy Wareberg were among the technicians who kept the campaign running smoothly in Minnesota.

into a huge savings for our
customer.
The numbers prove that
the additional training we
did on teardown really
worked. We have a happy
customer, and, when the customer is happy, we are doing
our job well.
And props to our shop.
The technicians really
stepped up a notch and
kicked out steady work all
year long. The morale and
attitude between the techs
and drivers is amazing.
There are no barriers between the two groups. They
communicate well, offering
each other feedback and
showing appreciation. Good
work is the end result.
There were many positives
in this campaign.

Production was outstanding
and we were staffed fully
from day one, a first for me.
Because our people are our
biggest asset, we plan to
continue improving our
safety programs and standards.
Before heading into what
promises to be a great construction season, more than
100 of our employees and
spouses gathered for a banquet April 3 in Olivia.
Looking forward, I am excited about the opportunity
the summer construction
contracts provide for our
employees. These projects
will keep our folks working
year round. That is good for
them and for Transystems.
Mike Rood, Manager,
Minnesota Division

Spring 2013
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Good news

Celebrating successful campaigns

It isn’t quite
banquet season yet in the
Red River
Valley, but the
division is not
without good news.
Supervisor Aaron
Dugger from Hillsboro, Supervisor
Josh Kayl from East
Grand Forks and
Project Manager
Kris Helm from
Drayton graduated
from Dale Carnegie
Leadership Training
in Grand Forks in
February. Division
April

1: Hector Farfan, Tony
Hopson, David Lines Jr.,
Randall Rabideaux, Sheri
Roberts, Keven Swenson,
John Wilken
2. Steve Duis, Kelly Eoff,
Mark Hamre, Barry
Kirkeide, Deeann Kroshus
3. Leon Hollon, Lester Sunram
4. Karlin Anderson, Viki
Gallagher, Jesus Gomez,
Patrick Webber, Raymond
Winn, Nicholas Zimmerman
5. Liz Carroll
6. Michelle Adfield, Michael
Nipp, Michael Robertson
7. Brett Boomgaarden,
Dennis Dammann, Rex
Miles, Jim Woodward
8. Steven Kenner, Thomas
Specht, Wayne Zimmer
9. Leland Agenbroad,
Shawn Orvedal

Susan Stinar, left, and Thonya Rood enjoyed the
Minnesota Division banquet. Jessica Harris photo

Administration and
Information Manager Stacy Evanson
married David
Buchl on April 6.
The Rocky

Happy birthday!

10. Kevin Anderson, Craig
Berg, Paul Henningsen,
Michael Luibrand
11. Danny Conner
12. Dion Garcia
13. Jonathan Brewer, Carol
Lehmann, Kevin Mueller,
Steve Worner
14. Clarence Douthit,
James Johnson, Farron
Rice
15. Rodrigo Flores Ruiz,
Howard Jensen, Jacob Larson
17. Glen Bergquist, James
Burgmeyer, Rodolfo Cabrera, Carl Gunnerson, Ervin
Kerr, Scott Mincer, Harold
Oppelt
18. John Lindblom, Raymond Paige, Emily
Williams
19. Terry Hamilton, Todd
Jorgensen
20. William Rogers, Andy
Rollag
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Mountain Division
celebrated the sugar
beet campaign wrap
up in December. The
highlight of the
Worland banquet
was the awarding of

21. Clinton Berg, Michael
Wilcoxon
23. Rigoberto Munoz
24. John Hooker, Glen Jenson
25. Jeremy Egstad, Steven
Schill
26. Howard Calhoun, Skip
Fowler, Pedro Gonzales,
Cody Grabow
27. Sean Anderson, Bruce
Owens
28. Colleen Danielson,
Jason Kroshus, Merrill
Valentine, Carlos Vega
29. Casy Dahl, Melvin Ingram, John Peterson, Terry
Slagter
30. Todd Fisher, Kim Gwin,
Cory Manolovits

May

1. Jerome Carriere, Gordon
Hemze, Frank Rodriguez,
Nathaniel Shook, Brandyn
Swanson

loss-free pins to
every employee who
attended.
Employees in the
Idaho Division held
a banquet in Nampa
on March 5. On
April 3, employees
from Twin Falls,
Paul and American
Falls gathered to
celebrate.
More than 100
employees and
guests gathered in
Olivia on April 3 to
mark the end of the
Minnesota Division
campaign.

2. Jessica Harris, David
Ruiz, Richard Stokes
3. Quentin Hurtado, Baldemar, Tellez-Olmos
4. Ryan Moore, Paul
Sherry, Michael Weiland
5. Garth Campbell, Kenneth Gurr, Gerald Steffan,
Stuart Young
6. Mark Matranga, Douglas
Sharp
7. Brent Abbott, Estanislao
Orihuela
8. Joseph Clark, Brian
Hapka, Thomas O’Connor,
Arturo Rangel
9. John Brydon, Leroy Coffin, Gerald Makovsky, Warren Tvedt
10. Jason Roberts,
Nicholas Rood, Gerald
Severson, Kenneth Truesdell
11. Curtis Bly, Charles

Passa, Aaron Perusse,
Lynn Schefus
12. Dan Delozier, Jeff
Schemionek, Steve
Schenck, Diane Zapata
14. Paul Kemp, David Larson, Rodney Larson
15. Allen Brown, Kevin
Cope, Jose Devora, Eric
Hurd
16. Johnathon Clymens,
Justin Larson, Courtney
Ryding

17. Jorge Alcaraz, Joseph
Howard

18. Dion Carlson, Chance
Johnson, Nathaniel Johnson, Ron Lamprecht,
Michael Rood, Johnathan
Schroeder, David Van
Leeuwen
19. Troy Carl, Hugo Castelan, Dustin Gram, Talisa
Scott
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From Sidney

Above, Ben Stevens and
Lee Roy Reidle enjoyed
an earlier banquet in Sidney. Todd Albright’s 4year-old granddaughter,
Lexie, was dressed for
safety when she toured
the Sidney facility.

Above, Steve Schill
and his guest enjoyed the Nampa
banquet. evening.
Left, retiring supervisor Dave Austin was
awarded a plaque.
Below, the Faustino
Rosas family prepare to enjoy the
evening. Brent Abbott photos

May

20. Shavona Courtright,
Gary Heins, Carl Holman,
Paul Peichel, Raymond
Pender, Daniel Wolfe
21. Paul Anderson,
Thomas Bates, Betty
Jacks, Michael Schindler,
Maurice Stansbury
22. Casey Coffman, Larry
Grim, Jeffrey Grochow
23. Gerald Gillie, Charles
Nulph, David Pierce
24. Shannon Colsen,
Manuel Delos Reyes, Tyrell
McWaters, Lee Reidle,
Joyce Yocum
25. Candido Arteaga,
TroyNielsen, Eliseo Rodriguez, Dennis Shelley,
Ben Stevens
26. Keith Crooks, Mitchell
Hawk
27. Veronica Jasso

Mary Sietsema was
surrounded
by friends
at the banquet in
Minnesota.

Happy birthday!

28. Daryl Krajnik, Arvid
Ophaug, Dennis Qualley,
Lee Sanchez
29. Steven Gabica, Van
Hurst, Allen LaFontaine,
Clifford Lockhart, Jeremy
Tynjala, Ralph Weigel,
Byron Williams
30. Ryan Bielby, Curt Connelley, Margaret Korstad,
Alan Taylor
31. Gordon Cram, Jason
Holm, David Morris

June

1. Brian Gardener, Billy
Holum, Hodlen Horgan,
Randolph King, Lowell
Lowe, Paul Meredith
2. Brogan Alexander, Frank
Baum, Tom Brown, Scott
Weigel
3. Eugene Brown, Dave
Hohnhorst, Kenneth Norgren
4. Wayne Sillerud,

Jonathan Thomas
5. Klain Christensen, Scott
Davis, Aaron Dugger, Gerald Hasbrouck
6. Luis Del Real, David Elsing, Thomas Goff, Jim Henderson, Angela Reeves,
Scott Throlson
7. William Biby, David Harrison, Jean Morris, Steve
Olson, Ronnie Schledewitz
8. Barb Albro
9. Scott Adams, Nathaniel
Earl, Teresa Loveless,
Bradley Lund, Kevin Maddock, Robert May, Craig
Parker
10. Scott Bacon, Daniel
Dailey
11. Christopher Clelland,
John Nelson, Reed Satrom
12. Willy Kunce, Joel
McCoy, James Peters,
Patrick Rice, Jeff Steer
13. Jose Correa, John
Jones, Brenda Rowe
14. Brandon Byrd, Char-

Jessica Harris
photo

lene Davis, Lawrence
Lantz, Mason Weisenburger
15. Gerald Spiesz
16. Lavonn Bjornson,
Daniel Bruley, Steven
Mencer, Momir Simic, Jon
Szabo, Gary Tvedt
17. Talon Grabow, John
Kinney, Gregg Schake
18. Lance Flegel, Gary
Hansen, Raul Peralta
19. Dwight Davis, David
Kellogg, Arlen Miller, Floyd
Miller, Michael Moranville,
Aaron Nelson, Robert
Rounds
20. Curt Ellingson, Tabb
Keller, Bryan Szczepanski,
Aaron Vigness
21. Manuel Diaz Jr., Benjamin Malwitz, Jared
Winkelman
22. Henry Anderson, Cynthia Derijk, Rick Fehrenbacher, Wayne Kling, Josh
Miller, Darla Schmidt,

Michael Wood
23. Gary Golemon, Caleb
Horgen, Russell Shaver,
Roger Walker
24. Brian Bourn, Donald
Hiatt, Gary Maxfield, David
Mays, Thomas Nothnagel
25. Eric Boushey, Dan
Gochnour, Nicholas Moe,
David Pintar, Stacy
Radovich, John Taylor
26. Allen Christensen
27. Devin Christenson,
Gary Derock, Jeff Thomas
28. Dean Hartwig, Gary
Nicklaus, Thomas Quinn,
Adam Roelofs, Paul Swenson
29. Michael Boulduc, Gary
Bowman, Kerry Criswell,
Todd Harper, Neil Ostenrude
30. Terry Bergman, Treant
Bodily, Roberto Cano,
James Hofmeister, Paul
Kearsley, Wade Winters,
Arturo Yescas

Spring 2013
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Mailing label requires 2.5 inches. Allowing 3.5

Parting shot

In Idaho, they believe in starting their outdoorsmen young. Kevin Iversen, left, enjoys a day of snowmobiling with his grandson Tag Wetherelt, 3, and Kraig Kestie. Photo courtesy Kevin Iversen
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